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Abstract 

A language over a finite alphabet X is called disjunctive if the principal congruence 
PL determined by L is the equality. A dense language is a language which has non-empty 
intersection with any two-sided ideal of the free monoid X* generated by the alphabet X. 
We call an infinite language L completely disjunctive (completely dense) if every infinite 
subset of L is disjunctive (dense). For a language L, if every dense subset of L is disjunctive, 
then we call L quasi-completely disjunctive. In this paper, (for the case IXI :2: 2) we show 
that every completely disjunctive language is completely dense and conversely. Characteri
zations of completely disjunctive languages and quasi-completely disjunctive languages 
were obtained. We also discuss some operations on the families oflanguages. 

1. Introduction and preliminary 

Let X* be the free monoid generated hy the alphabet X. Every element 
of X* is called a word and every subset of X* is called a language. Let X+ = 

= X*\l, where 1 is the empty word. For a given language L S; X*, the rela
tion P L defined on X* as 

x = y(PL).q. (uxv EL.q. uyv EL, '!u,v E X*) 

is a congruence. We call L regular if P L is of finite index and L is said to be 
disjunctive if P L is the equality. L regular is equivalent to the fact that Lis 
recognized by an automaton. A dense language is a language which has non
empty intersection with any two sided ideal of X* ([4J). L dense is equivalent 
to the fact that L contains a disjunctive language (see [5]). We will call an 
infinite language completely disjunctive (completely dense) if every infinite subset 
of the language is disjunctive (dcnse). A quasi-completely disjunctive language 
is a dense language L in 'which every dense subset of L is disjunctive. The 
pm'pose of this paper is to characterize completely disjunctive, completely 
dense and quasi-completely disjunctive languages. "\'1 e also discuss some opera
tions on those families of languages. 
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In this paper, some time the free monoid X* needs to be equipped with 
a total order on X*. We call a total order defined on X* strict if for 
every u v E X*, u < v if 19 (u) < 19 (v). A standard total order defined on 
X* is a particular strict total order such that for any u, v E X*, u < v if 
19 (u) < 19 (v) and < is the lexicographic order on xn for all n > 1. 

Now if is a total order on X*, and if A = {Xl < X z < ... }, B = 

= {y 1 < .Y 2 < ... } are two infinite languages over X, then following Shyr 
we define the ordered catenation of A and B to be the set A D. B = {xi)'ili = 

= 1, 2, 3, ... }. \Ve extend the notion of ordered catenation to finite languages 
in a natural way. To approach this if a finite language, say A = {aI' az, ... , an}, 
then we consider A as {aI' az, ... , an I, I, ... } and A .6. B means the same 
as ol"Clered catenation for infinite languages. 

We call Cl word x E X+ primitive if x =In, JE X+ implies n = 1. Let 
Q he the collection of all primitive words over X and let Qli) be the order 
eatenation ofi copies of Q. For convenience ,,,-e let Q(l) = Q U {I}. Let iXi > 2, 
where [Xi means the cardinality of the alphabet X. Then for u, v E X*, 
uv E Qli) if and only if vu E QCi) for all i > I, and it is known that for i > I, 
each Q(i) is disjunctive ([5], [6]). For a given language L, if for every f .' g 
E X + , 19 (f) = 19 (g), there exist u, v E X* such that ufv E L ugv ~ L, or vice 
versa, then L is disjunctive ([6]). Here 19 (x) means the length of the word x. 

2. Charactei'ization of completely disjlllctive languages 

Let us define the completely disjunctive and completely dense languages 
formally. 

Definition. An infinite language L is called completely disjunctive (com
pletely dense) if every infinite suhset of L is disjunctive (dense). 

By definition, it is clear that every completely disjunctive language is 
a disjunctive language. Certainly, every completely dense language is dense. 
And, clearly every infinite subset of a completely disjunctive (dense) is com
pletely disjunctive (dense). 

The following are some examples of completely disjunctive and completely 
dense languages. If X = {a}, then the disjunctive language A = Un~l(azn) 

is completely disjunctive, and the regular language B = (an) + is completely 
dense hut not disjunctive for n > 1. 

For IXI > 2, let be any total order defined on X* and let X+ = 

= {Xl < X z < ... }. The language L = {XIXZ ••• Xi li > I} is dense and discrete 
and hence disjunctive. Clearly every infinite subset of L is disjunctive and 
by definition L is completely disjunctive. 

The following Proposition is immediate. 
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Proposition 1. Let IXI = 1. Then every infinite subset of X* is completely 
dense. 

We eall a language L <;;;; X* regular free if every infinite subset contained 
in L is not regular. 

Proposition 2. Let IXi 1 and let L <;;;; X* be an infinite language. Then 
the following are equivalent; 

(1) L IS completely disjunctive; 
(2) L is regular free; 
(3) L is quasi-completely disjunctive. 
Proof. Since every subset of X* is either regular or disjunctive ([5]), 

the equivalences of (1), (2) and (3) are immediate. 
'.Ve call a langu[1ge L semi-discrete if there exists k > 1 such that 

IL n XTl <C: k for all 11 1. If k L then L is <: discrete language. Let 
IXI > 2. For a semi-discrete language over X we have. 

Proposition 3. ([3}) If L is a dense semi-discrete language, then L is 
disjunctive. 

In the rest of this paper, we assume that the cardinality of the alphabet X 
consists of more than one letter. 

Proposition 4. Every infinite regular language over X contains a language, 
which is neither regular nor disjunctive. 

Proof. Let L <;;;; X* be an infinite regular language. Then L contains a 
regular language lLX+V, where x E X+, u, v E X*. Let L' = {uxPvip is a prime 
number}. Clearly, L' is not a regular language which is also not disjunctive. 
Thus L' is a language in L, which is neither regular nor disjunctive. 

A word !l E X + is said to be non-overlapping if vx = !l = yv for some 
v, x, y E X* imples v = 1. 

In order to show the equivalence of completely disjunctivity and com
pletely density we first show the following lemma. 

Lemma 5. Let u, v E X* with 19 (u) = 19 (v). Then there exist x, y E X* 
such that xllyand xvy are non-overlapping. 

Proof. Let a, b E X with a ~ ~ band n = 19 (n) = 19 (v). Obviously, 
bTl +2aubaTl +2, bll +2avball +2 are non-overlapping. 

Proposition 6. Let L <;;;; X*. Then L is completely disjunctive if and only 
if L is completely dense. 

Proof. (=) Obvious. (-<=) Let L' be an infinite subset of 1. We prove 
that L' is disjunctive. Suppose u = v(P L') and u ~ / v. We can assume that 
19 (n) = 19 (v) without loss of generality. Moreover, by Lemma 5, we can 
assume that u, v are non-overlapping, let K = L'\X*vX*. We now show that 
K is an infinite set. Let w E L' n X*vX*. First, we represent w by the fol
lowing way: 

(i) w = XiVX2VX3 ••• X llVXll+ l' 
(ii) Xi ~ X*vX*, i = 1, 2, ... , n 1. 
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Let f(w) = X1UX 2uX3 • •• xnuxn + 1. Since u = v(PL ,), f(w) EL'. On the other 
hand, by the fact that u, v are non-overlapping and xi ~ X*vX*, we have 
f(w) ~ X*vX*. Hence few) EL'\X*vX*. Obviously, {f(w)lw EL' n x*vX*} is 
an infinite set. Therefore, K is ~n infinite set. However, K is not dense, a 
contradiction. 

Proposition 7. Let A, B ~ X* and let AB be a completel), disjunctive 
language. If A ( B) is infinite, then A ( B) is completely disjunctive. 

Proof. Let A' he an infinite subset of A. Then for any finite subset 
B' ~ B, A'B' is infinite and thus disjunctive. This implies that A' is disjunctive 
and A is completely disjunctive. 

Proposition 8. Let A and B be two infinite languages. Then AB is completely 
disjunctive if and only if both A and B are completely disjunctive. 

Proof. Proposition 7. 
(=) Suppose AB is not completely disjunctive. Then by Proposition 6, 

AB is not completely dense. Therefore therc exists L ~ AB, an infinite 
language which is not dense. Let 
A' = {x E Alxy EL, for some yE B} and let B' = {y E B;xy EL for some 

xEA}. 
Since L is not dense, we have that both A' and B' are not dense. But A' 

or B' is infinite, and this in turn implies that not both A and B are completely 
dense, a contradiction. This shows that if both A and B are completely dis
junctive, then AB is completely disjunctive. 

The following can he easily proved: 
Proposition 9. Let A, B ~ X*, where (A, <1)' (B, ::;;: 2) are strictly oraered 

sets. If A or B i.s completely disjunctive then A D.. B is completely disjunctive. 
Proof. Suppose A is a completely disjunctive language. Let L be an 

infinite subset of A 6 B and let A1 D.. BI = L, where Al ~ A is an infinite 
subset of A and B1 ~ B. Since A is completely disjunctive, A1 is dense. Thus 
L is a disjunctive language ([7]). Therefore, A 6 B is completely disjunctive. 
Similarly, we can show that A 6. B is completely disjunctive if B is com
pletely disjunctive. 

The converse of the above proposition is not true as can he seen from 
the following example. 

Example 1. Let < be the stand ani total order defined on X* and let X + = 

= {Xl < X2 < ... }, where Xl = a E X. Let the languages A and B be defined 
as the following two sets: 

L n is odd}. 

For the word X1X2 ••• x m' let j(m) = Ig (x1X2 ... xn,) + L Then 

A - {x ./ X X < aj(2) /" x X X -< X X X X < ait4J < } and - '1'" I' 2 " . 1 2 3 ' I' 2' 3' 4 . . •• 
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It is clear that both A and B are not completely disjunctive while 

A /, B - {x x x x aj(l) ai(2)x x x x x X' x x x x x x ai (3) 
Ji Le -. 1 l' 1" 2" 1 2'" 1 2 3 'I 2 3" I" 2 3 4 , 
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Proposition la. Let L s; X*, where (L, <) is an infinite strictly ordered 
set. Then the following are equvalent: 

(1) L is a completely disjunctive language; 
(2) Vn) is completely disjunctive for some n > 2; 
(3) V") is completel:,! disjunctive for all n > 2. 
Proof. (1) = (3) Prop08ition 9. 
(3) = (2) Trivial. 
(2) (1) Let Vn; = {wll [w EL} he a completely disjuncti..-e language 

for some 11 > 2 and let A be an infinite subset of L. Then A(n) is an infinite 
subset of £<n) and thus a dense language. It follows that A is a dense subset 
of Land L is completely dense. By Proposition 6, L is completely disjunctive. 

\Ve are no'w able to prove the main characterization of completely dis
junctive languages. 

Proposition 11. Let {a, b} S; X and let L S; X* ,where (L, <) is an infinite 
strictly ordered set. Then the following are eqllivalent: 

(1) L is completely disjunctive; 
(2) L is completely dense; 
(3) Every sllbset of L is either reglllar or disjunctive; 
(4) V,X*wX* is finite for all w E X +; 
(5) Ln is completely disjuncti1,e for every n 2; 
(6) L(n) is completely disjunctive for every n 2; 
(7) For every infinite language S, L n S is finite or disjunctive. 
Proof. (1) <=:> (2). Proposition 6. 
(1) = (3). Immediate. 
(3) = (1). Let D be an infinite subset of L. Then by (3) D is either 

regular or disjunctive, If D is disjunctive, then we are done. On the other 
hand if D is regular, then by Proposition 4., D contains a language which is 
neither regular nor disjunctive. This contradicts the condition (3). 

(2) => (4). Let L\X*u:X* be an infinite language for some w E X+. Then 
L\X*wX* is an infinite language contained in L and by (2) L\X*wX* is dense, 
a contradiction. 

(4) => (2). Suppose D is an infinite subset of L which is not dense. Then 
thel'e exists w E X+ such that D n X*wX* = 0. Since D S; L\X*wX* and by 
(4.) D is finite, a contradiction. 

(1) <=:> (5). Proposition 8. 
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(1) <=> (6). Proposition 10. 
(1) => (7). Trivial. 

s. W. JIAi\'G et al. 

(7) => (2). Suppose L is not completely dense. Then there exists an 
infinite subset A of L such that A is not dense. Thus A = A n L is neither 
finite nor dense, a contradiction. 

3. Characterization of quasiacompletely disjlIDctive languages 

We give the definition of quasi-completely disjunctive language formally. 
Recall that the alphabet X consists of more than one letter. 

Definition. A dense language L is called quasi-completel:y disjunctive if 
every dense subset of L is disjunctive. 

It is clear that quasi-completely disjunctive languages are disjunctive 
languages and every dense subset of a quasi-completely disjunctivc language 
is quasi-completely disj unctive. 

For any L C;;; X* and xEX*, let L ... x= {(u,v)iuxvEL}. The fol
lowing is a characterization of the quasi-completely disjunctive language. 

Proposition 12. Let L C;;; X* be a dense language. Then L is quasi-completely 
disjunctive if and only if for every x -;-'- y E X +, the langu age Lxv = {ltV i uxv EL 
and uyv EL} is not dense. . 

Proof. (=» Let x " y E X + and suppose Lxv {uv !uxv ELand llyV EL} 
is dense. Then the language -

L l = {UXVli(ll,V) EL ... x nL ... y} U {uyvl(ll,v)EL ... x nL ... y} 
is dense. Indeed, by the assumption that Lxy is dense for every W E X*, there 
exist u', v' E X* such that u'wwv' E LXY' Thus u'wwv' = ltV E Lx), for some 
u'v' E X* and uxv, ilyV EL. This then implies that uxv, l1yl) ELl' Since either 
u or v contains w as a subword, we see that L1 n X*wX* . '\1 and L1 is dense. 
Now, by the definition of the set L 1, we see that x = y(Pd. Then Ll is a dense 
subset of L which is not disjunctive, a contradiction. This shows that Lx}, 
is not dense. 

( <;:=) Let L1 be a dense subset in L. Since Lxv = {ItV !uxv ELand llYV EL} 
is not dense, there exists w such that X*wX* n Lx)' = (J. Now' for every 
u, v E X*, if llW1XW ZV EL then uWIyWZV ~ L where W = WIW Z' W l' Wz E X*. Since 
L1 is dense, there exist u', VI E X* such that UIWlXWZV' ELl' Thus u'wIXZv' E L1 
and u'wlywzv' ~ L l . Therefore Ll is disjunctive and L is qusi-completely 
disjunctive. 

Proposition 18. Every semi-discrete disjunctive language ~s a quasi-com
pletely disjunctive language. 

Proof. Follows from ([3]). 
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Proposition 14. Let A, B ~ X*, where (A, <1)' (B, <2) are two strictly 
ordered sets. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) A or B is dense; 
(2) AB is dense; 
(3) A B is dense; 
(4) A L B is disjunctive; 
(5) A L B is completely disjuncth'c. 
Proof. The equivalences of (1), (2) and (3) are immediate. 
(1) <=> (4). Theorem 3 of ([7]). 
(4) = (5). Assume that A L B is disjunctive. Let L1 L L2 be a dense 

subset of A L B. Then by the equivalence of (3) and (4), we have that L1 L L2 
is disjunctive and we are done. 

(5) = (3). Trivial. 
It has been shown that the language Ui;;:::2Q(i) is quasi-completely dis

junctive ([1]). But the language Q is not quasi-completely disjunctive. 
For example, let the language L = {q E Q ilg (q) is a prime number} is 

a dense subset of Q, which is not disjunctive. 
Proposition 15. Let A, B be two languages. If AB is quasi-completely 

disjunctive, then one of A and B is quasi-completely disjunctive. 
Proof. Certainly AB is dense. Then clearly one of A or B is dense. Let us 

assume that A is dense. Let AI ~ A be dense and let B' ~ B be finite. Then 
A/B' is a dense suhset of AB and therefore disjunctive. That AI disjunctive 
follows from the fact that A/B' is disjunctive and B' is finite (see [10]). Thus 
A is quasi-completely disjunctive. 

Similarly, we can show that if B is dense then B is quasi-completely 
disjunctive. 

From the abuve we can conclude that for two languages A and B, if AB 
is quasi-completely disjunctive, then hoth A and B are quasi-completely dis
junctive. 

In general, the catenation of two quasi-completely disjunctive languages 
may not he quasi-completely disjunctive. This can be seen from the following 
example. 

Example 2. The language Q = Ui;;:::2Q(i) is quasi-completely disjunctive 
hut QQ is not quasi-completely disjunctive. Indeed, QQ = {PI E Q, i > 4} U 
U {piqilp " q E Q, i, j 2} and there exist x # yE X+ such that (iJQ)XY = 
= {uvluxv E QQ and uyv E QQ} is dense. Let A = {uaav\(zt, v) E QQ ... aa n 
nQQ ... bb} U {ubbvl(u, v) E QQ ... aa n QQ ... bb}. It is clear that for every 
x E X+, aaxx, bbxx E A and hence A is not a quasi-completely disjunctive 
language. 
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4. Operations on the quasi-completely disjunctive languages 

We now study some operations on the family of quasi-completely dis
junctive languages. Let CD(X) be the family of all completely disjunctive 
languages over X (which is equivalent to the family of all completely dense 
languages over X), and let QCD(X) be the family of all quasi-completely 
disjunctive languages over X. 

Proposition 16. Let L E QCD(X). If L = A U B with A n B = 0, then A or 
B is disjunctive. 

Proof. Immediate. 
The converse of the above proposition is not true in general as can be 

seen from the following proposition. Let us first present a lemma, which is 
due to ho, KATSL"RA and SHYR ([2]). 

Lemma 17. «(5]) Let x, y, It, V E X+ (x 0"'::' y) and let a, b E X (a .' b). If 
In > max {lg (x), 19 (y)} then ltxabmv E Q or uyabmv E Q. 

Proposition 18. Let Q = A U B with A n B = .(3. If A is not disizlnctire, 
then B is disjzlnctire. 

Proof. Let x 0 . ...::..1' E xn, n > 1, x = y(P A)' Let w.· z, 19 (w) 19 (z). 
Suppose a .' b E X and III > Ig (xw). Because Q is disjunctive, we can find 
u, v E X such that llxwabmv ~ Q. Then uyzwb"'v and llx::abmv are primitive. Since 
x === y(P,,,,,) and llxwabl11v ~ A we have ltyzcabmv Et A and hence uywab"'v E B. 

Now if uxzabmv E B, then since uxwabTllv E Q, 'we have that W ~ z(PB ) 

and we are done. If on the other hand lixzab"'v E B then llxzabmv E A and 
uyzabmv EA (E B). Since uywabmv E B, we havez;; ~ ::(PB ). This shO\\'s that 
IV ;:i z( P B) and B is disjunctive. 

Proposition 19. Let A, B E QCD(X). Then L = A U B is disjunctive. 
Proof. Let A, B E QCD(X). Suppose L is not disjunctive and there exist 

x .' y E X*, x - y(PL ). Since BE QCD(X), by Proposition 12, both AXY 

and Bx}' are not dense. Thus there exist wand w' such that ){*u;X* n Axy = fj 

and X*w'X* n B x}' = O. Now for e....-ery It, v E X~\ if uxwv ~ A then uywv EA 
or ....-ice versa, and if uw' xv E B then uw'yv E B or ....-ice versa. Since A is dense, 
there exist u, v E X* such that llXWW'yV E A and uyww'yv E A. By the assump
tion that x = y(P L)' 1Iy101O'yV E Band uyww' xv E B hold. We then have 
llyWW' xv EA. 

Similarly, if UJ'lfW'XV E A then uxww'xv E Band UXW1O'YV EA. We thus 
have X1t'1V' y J'lCW'X( P L)' a contradiction. Therefore, A U B is disjuncti....-e. 

The follo'wing is immediate. 
Corollm~y 20. Let A be a regular language and let L <;: A. Then L E QCD(X) 

implies that A\L ~ QCD(X). 
Certainly, if L is a quasi-completely disjunctive language then [, = 

= X*\L is not quasi-completely disjunctiyc. 
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Dense languages have been characterized by SHYR ([8]). We give another 
characterization for the dense languages. 

Proposition 21. Let L <:;;;; X*. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) L is dense; 
(2) L contains a completely disjunctit'e language; 
(3) L contains a quasi-completely disjunctive language; 
(4) L contains a disjunctive language. 
Proof. (1) = (2). Let be a total order defined on X* and let X+ = 

{Xl' X Z' X 3 , ••• }. Let 
Lt = {UixlxZ '" xivi1uixlXZ'" XiV i EL, i 2: I} <:;;;; L. 
Since L is dense, Lt is dense. It is clear that every infinite subset of Lt 

is dense. Therefore Lt is completely dense and hence Lt is a completely dis
junctive language. 

(2) = (3) and (3) == (4) are immediate. 
(4) =>- (1). Proposition 4.20 of ([6]). 
It is obvious that CD(X) <:;;;; QCD(X). Since Q E QCD(X) and Q ~ CD(X), 

we have CD(X) is a proper subfamily of QCD(X). 

5. Lattice properties 

In this section we consider the family of languages 

lVl (X) = {.0} U {F <:;;;; X* IF is a finite set} U CD(X). 

Then by the previous result we see that 1Yl(X) is a semigroup under catenation 
operation. The relation <:;;;; on 1YI(X) is clearly a partial order, and the semi
group lVl(X) has a lattice property. Indeed, 

Proposition 22. If A, B E l\1(X), then A U BE 111(X) and A n B E lVI(X). 
Proof. If A or B is finite or empty, then "we are done. Assume that A, B E 

CD(X). For every infinite suhset S <:;;;; A U B. S contains an infinite subset 
of A or B. Thus S is dense. By Proposition 11, A U B E CD(X). If A n B 
is finite, then A n B E lYI(X). If A n B is infinite, then A n B is an infinite 
subset of A. Thus A n BE CD(X). 

We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 23. (.i'Vl(X) , <:;;;;, n, U) forms a distributive lattice for every 

finite alphabet X. 
Proof. For every A, B E ll1(X), A U B is the minimum set such that 

A, B <; A U B and A n B is the maximal set such that A n B <:;;;; A, B. It 
is easy to see that 

A U (B n C) = (A U B) n (A U C) and 

A n (B U C) = (A n B) U (A n C). 

Therefore, (lvl(X), <;, n, U) forms a distrihutive lattice. 
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